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ABSTRACT
Modular architecture is a hallmark of RNA structures,
implying structural, and possibly functional, similar-
ity among existing RNAs. To systematically delineate
the existence of smaller topologies within larger
structures,wedevelopandapplyanefficientRNAsec-
ondarystructurecomparisonalgorithmusinganewly
developed two-dimensional RNA graphical repres-
entation. Our survey of similarity among 14 pseudo-
knots and subtopologies within ribosomal RNAs
(rRNAs) uncovers eight pairs of structurally related
pseudoknots with non-random sequence matches
and reveals modular units in rRNAs. Significantly,
three structurally related pseudoknot pairs have
functionalsimilaritiesnotpreviouslyknown: onepair
involves the 30 end of brome mosaic virus genomic
RNA (PKB134) and the alternative hammerhead
ribozyme pseudoknot (PKB173), both of which are
replicase templates for viral RNA replication; the
second pair involves structural elements for transla-
tion initiation and ribosome recruitment found in the
viral internal ribosome entry site (PKB223) and the
V4 domain of 18S rRNA (PKB205); the third pair
involves 18S rRNA (PKB205) and viral tRNA-like
pseudoknot (PKB134), which probably recruits ribo-
somes via structural mimicry and base comple-
mentarity. Additionally, we quantify the modularity
of 16S and 23S rRNAs by showing that RNA motifs
can be constructed from at least 210 building blocks.
Interestingly, we find that the 5S rRNA and two tree
modules within 16S and 23S rRNAs have similar
topologiesandtertiaryshapes.Thesemodulescanbe
applied to design novel RNA motifs via build-up-like
procedures for constructing sequences and folds.
INTRODUCTION
RNA secondary and tertiary structures are composed of
modular substructures that often fold independently and in
a hierarchical manner (1). This modularity of RNA secondary
structure has been exploited in the design of novel functional
molecules (2–6). Modular architecture also implies similarity
of substructural motifs among existing RNAs, suggesting pos-
sible functional relationships. An interesting example noted by
Mitchell et al. (7) is the occurrence of the box H/ACA motif of
snoRNA in telomerase RNA, indicating a functional relation-
ship between these RNAs; human telomerase RNA (hTR)
H/ACA domain is essential for hTR accumulation, hTR
30 endprocessingandtelomeraseactivity.Indeed,similarfunc-
tions are observed when the H/ACA snoRNA motif is sub-
stituted for the hTR H/ACA domain in human telomerase. As
the repertoire of RNA structures increases through the discov-
ery of natural (8,9) and synthetic or designed (3,10,11) RNAs,
and as our interest in RNA structure and functions intensiﬁes
(12–14), automatic computer approaches are needed to detect
structural similarity of RNAs within RNAs, as commonly
done for establishing relatedness in protein families (15,16).
Most RNA structure comparison algorithms are designed
for secondary structures because not many three-dimensional
(3D) RNA structures are available for analysis (17–20). An
exception is the recent PRIMOS program for comparing and
identifying novel motifs in tertiary structures (21). Comparing
RNAs based on secondary motifs/submotifs can yield insights
about their relationships and topological properties because
secondary structures belonging to the same functional group
are generally conserved.
Current secondary-structure comparison algorithms have
focused exclusively on tree structures owing to their relative
simplicity for quantitative analysis. Tree structures refer to
mathematicalconstructsforRNAsecondarystructureswithout
pseudoknots (2,19,20). Various types of graphical tree repres-
entationshavebeenusedtodevelopRNAstructurecomparison
and clustering algorithms, including ordered, labeled and
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doi:10.1093/nar/gki267unlabeled trees (17–20,22–24). The use of tree representations
has made possible clustering of related tree structures (18,19),
detectionofpointmutationswithspeciﬁcstructuraleffects(18),
search of recurring subtrees to deduce consensus structural
motifs (20) and analysis of secondary structure statistics of
large ensembles of random RNA sequences (24).
RNA pseudoknots, which cannot be represented as tree
graphs, are common in nature, represented by many catalytic
RNAs and small subunit (SSU) rRNA and their dominance in
the RNA repertoire universe may increase with RNA size (6);
see PseudoBase for a catalogue of known pseudoknots (25).
In fact, our recent theoretical analysis of the abundance of
RNA types (trees, pseudoknots and bridge topologies) predicts
that the collection of possible motifs is dominated by
pseudoknots (6).
In this study, we develop a structure-based RNA compar-
ison algorithm using our 2D RNA dual graphical representa-
tion for both trees and pseudoknots (2,26,27), coupled with a
graph similarity (isomorphism) search method and sequence
alignment analysis. Because of available work in the ﬁeld
related to RNA trees, we focus here on uncovering structural
and functional similarities of pseudoknots. Our graphical
analysis of structure similarity emphasizes global topological
similarity, a well-known fact for existing functional RNA
families, such as tRNA, rRNA, RNase P and snoRNA. This
automated approach is advantageous for comparing related
RNAs with a low-sequence similarity. A disadvantage of
graphical analysis is that both detailed base pair and struc-
tural information are necessarily ignored. For example, minor
sequenceandsecondarystructurechangesinaviralframeshift-
ing pseudoknot that preserve the RNA topology but disrupt the
RNA function would be considered as a match (28,29). Such a
subtle structural–functional relationship may not be amenable
to automated analysis. A similar problem also arises in struc-
ture alignment of protein structures caused by, for example,
mutations in functional sites (15,30). To reduce the error rates
of false functional identiﬁcation, such cases for proteins and
RNAs are best screened by manual analysis after the detection
of structural similarity. We adopt this two-step strategy for the
identiﬁcation of structural and functional similarity in RNA.
Our systematic comparison of structural similarities within
14 existing RNA pseudoknots—including viral frameshifting,
tRNA-like, internal ribosome entry site (IRES), ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) and tmRNA—unravels eight non-trivial
matches, including three novel ﬁndings supported by sequence
and functional data. Functional relationship can be deduced
subsequent to ﬁnding structural matches, by analyzing
sequence alignment and pseudoknot functional properties.
One such structural and functional similarity example is an
alternative hammerhead ribozyme pseudoknot of satellite
cereal yellow dwarf virus (PKB173) embedded in the pseu-
doknot topology occurring in the 30 end of brome mosaic virus
genomic RNA (PKB134) (see Pair 5 in Table 1); both RNAs
are templates for replicase in viral RNA replication. Another
novel similarity example is between the viral IRES (PKB223)
and the eukaryotic 18S rRNA (PKB205) (see Pair 10 in
Table 1); both participate in translation initiation. Yet another
related pair (Pair 6) involves 18S rRNA (PKB205) and viral
tRNA-like pseudoknot (PKB134), which recruits host
ribosomes for viral replication. We ﬁnd that tRNA-like
molecules possess an 8–11 nt region complementary to 18S
rRNA (PKB205), suggesting that tRNA-like molecules may
recruit ribosomes via structural mimicry (of tRNA shape) (31)
and base complementarity. To the best of our knowledge, the
structural and functional relationships identiﬁed in these three
pseudoknot pairs have not been described previously.
In addition, we analyze the distribution of small tree
modules or submotifs within the Saccharomyces cerevisiae
16S and 23S rRNAs using mathematically enumerated (dis-
tinct) tree graphs and our submotif search algorithm. We ﬁnd
that most small motifs (i.e. tree graphs with <6 vertices, or
 100 nt) exist within rRNAs, whereas the larger submotifs
(i.e. graphs with >9 vertices, or  160 nt) occur much less
frequently. Speciﬁcally, our analysis suggests that rRNAs
are constructed from at least 210 small distinct tree modules.
In summary, these quantitative analyses of similarity among
pseudoknots and modular subunits of rRNAs may be applied
to increasing repertoire of RNA structures and exploited
for the identiﬁcation and the modular design of novel RNA
structures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We describe our computational methods for analyzing and
comparing RNA secondary structures in the following sub-
sections. Analyzing secondary rather than tertiary structures,
as currently performed in many other studies, is appropriate
because the former is conserved for functional RNA classes
(e.g. tRNA, 5S rRNA and RNase P). Of course, analysis of
tertiary folds is a separate and important problem.
Table 1. Significant LALIGN aligned pseudoknot pairs
Pair Aligned pair S(G) Sequence identity (%) Aligned length (nt) Score <R> Functional similarity
1 PKB134/PKB135 1.17 56 129 86 1.54 Known
2 PKB205/PKB233 0.47 63 32 50 1.47 Unknown
3 PKB178/PKB135 1.17 59 29 54 1.42 Unknown
4 PKB217/PKB174 0.47 62 47 57 1.24 Known (Figure 4)
5 PKB134/PKB173 1.17 80 19 48 1.23 Novel (Figure 5)
6 PKB134/PKB205 1.17 76 17 49 1.23 Novel (Figure 5)
7 PKB173/PKB233 0.47 63 35 48 1.20 Unknown
8 PKB173/PKB191 1.17 70 20 46 1.15 Unknown
9 PKB178/PKB173 1.17 71 24 38 1.14 Unknown
10 PKB205/PKB223 0.47 72 14 34 1.06 Novel (Figure 5)
Local alignment gap penalties:  15/ 1. S(G) values for simple and double pseudoknots are 0.47 and 1.17, respectively. <R> is R-value averaged over alignments
with five randomized sequences.
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RNA secondary structures can be schematically represented as
mathematical graphs to capture the essential topological con-
nectivity of loops, bulges, junctions and stems (2,20). The use
of simpliﬁed graphical representation allows RNA structures
to be efﬁciently analyzed and compared. Recently, we
developed a general class of RNA graphs called dual graphs
capable of representing both RNA tree and pseudoknot struc-
tures (2) (compare dual and tree graphs in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively). We use both tree and dual graphs in this work.
The rules for mapping RNA secondary structures onto tree and
dual graphs are given in (2) and our RNA-As-Graphs web
resource (http://monod.biomath.nyu.edu/rna) (26,27).
Graph isomorphism search algorithm
The representation of RNAs as graphs provides a systematic
framework to search for similar substructures in RNAs
through the concept of graph isomorphism (32). Isomorphic
graphs share the same pattern of connectivity among all ver-
tices. The challenge is to identify, by an efﬁcient computer
algorithm, a graph as a subgraph of a larger graph or, in
molecular terms, an existing RNA motif contained in a larger
RNA. The computational complexity of identifying two struc-
turally equivalent (i.e. isomorphic) graphs with V vertices is of
the order ofVfactorial (V!)andknownasthe‘graphisomorph-
ism problem’ (32,33).
Our efﬁcient method for testing graph isomorphism is based
on graph topological numbers or invariants; a sketch of this
idea was reported previously [(2), Appendix D]. We associate
each graph or subgraph with one or more topological invari-
ants, which are computed based on the patterns of connectivity
among graph vertices. Thus, isomorphic graphs have the same
topological invariants while dissimilar graphs have different
topological invariants. The similarity or dissimilarity between
graphs can be readily established by comparing their topo-
logical invariants (17). Our topological invariants allow the
identiﬁcation of equivalent graphs differing only in the place-
ment of chain ends and/or hairpin loops, as explained below.
We deﬁne the topological invariants using a graph’s con-
nectivity as described by the adjacency matrix. Given a graph
G with V vertices, the V · V adjacency matrix A(G) of the
graph speciﬁes the connectivity between all pairs of vertices.
For example, matrix element Aij indicates the number of edges
1
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Figure 1. Two hypothetical RNA secondary structures and their dual graphical representations. The RNA graphs are quantitatively described using adjacency
matrix A, distance matrix D (Equation 1) and topological invariant S (Equation 2). We use these measures to compare and search for similar substructures in
existing RNAs.
1386 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 4connecting vertex i with vertex j. For RNA dual graphs, ele-
ments of the adjacency matrix have the following properties:
Aij is symmetric; the allowed number of edges (connections)
between two vertices is 0, 1, 2 or 3; a vertex can have at most
one self-loop (value of 1) representing a hairpin loop; and each
vertex i is connected to four edges representing two incoming
and two outgoing connecting strands, except where the chain
ends occur.
Our graph invariant is deﬁned based on a modiﬁed distance-
like matrix D(G) derived from the adjacency matrix A(G). The
elements of symmetric matrix (Dij) are deﬁned as follows:
Dij = A 1
ij for Aij „ 0
Dij = dij for Aij = 0
Dii = 0 for all i,
1
where dij is the minimum number of edges separating vertices
i and j, i.e. the number of edges deﬁning the shortest possible
path between these two vertices. We deﬁne the graph invariant
S(G) as follows:
SG ðÞ
2 = V 1 ðÞ
 1 X V
i¼1
X V
j¼1
Dij
 ! 2
: 2
Approximately, S(G) measures the average distance among
the vertices in the graph G. For example, the component Si,
deﬁned as
PV
j¼1 Dij, measures how well-connected vertex i is
to the other vertices in the graph; a peripheral vertex will
produce a higher Si value than a vertex located more in the
center of the graph. Effectively, our scheme assigns adjacent
verticeswithsmallerweightsthannon-adjacentvertices. Thus,
a large S value corresponds to an extended structure with few
branches and a small S value to a compact graph with high-
order junctions or a complexpseudoknot fold. This property of
Scanalso be usedtorank andmeasure the topological distance
between graphs. In general, such topological invariants are
believed to have a better correspondence with the physico-
chemical properties of real molecules since many of the prop-
erties depend critically on the exposed surface and less
critically on the buried elements (34). Figure 1 shows the
S values for two distinct RNA topologies.
Our distance matrix D(G) and topological invariant S can be
extended to tree graphs, although their adjacency matrices
have different properties from those for dual graphs. We
call S
tree a tree topological invariant, which will be used for
analyzing submotifs in 16S and 23S rRNAs. Figure 2A com-
pares two topologically distinct 10-vertex tree graphs with
different S
tree values.
Our topological invariants [S(G) and S
tree] are degenerated
with respect to the location of chain ends or hairpin loops,
since these elements are not scored. Thus, topologically equi-
valent structures (i.e. same connectivity) embedded within a
larger structurecanbe identiﬁed. Allknown topological invari-
ants are imperfect since distinct structures can be incorrectly
assigned as identical. That is, graphs with distinct topological
invariants are non-isomorphic, but the converse is not true
(not all graphs with same topological invariant are iso-
morphic). This is the well-known graph isomorphism problem
(33). In our analysis of  100 connected graphs with our topo-
logical invariant S,we only encountered one pair of similar but
1 3 4 5
6
7
9
8 10
2
10 1 2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
S = 9.079 S = 6.285
S = 3.085
A
B
Figure 2. Tree and dual graphical representations and topological invariants of hypothetical RNA secondary structures. (A) RNA tree graphs and their topological
invariants S
tree.( B) The only example we found (out of  100) of two distinct RNA-like pseudoknot graphs with the same topological invariant S; the pseudoknots
only differ by the placement of a stem–loop. Although our structural comparison algorithm regards this structure pair as a positive match, in practice such cases are
eliminated by manual screening.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 4 1387non-isomorphic graphs (for V = 5) that resulted in the same
invariant S (see Figure 2B). In a previous work, we have also
used the Laplacian eigenvalue spectrum as a topological
invariant yielding a comparable error rate of a few percent
(26). Some false positive matches are reported because of this
graph isomorphism problem. Since we manually examine all
positive matches, the false positive matches are eliminated.
Searching for the motif of a 10-vertex graph in a 30-vertex
graph requires  20 min CPU time on an SGI 300 MHz MIPS
R12000 IP27 processor. The search of a 15-vertex motif in a
40-vertex graph would imply 1000-fold increase in CPU time.
In practice, our method can easily search (i.e. in minutes) for
subgraphs of size ranging from 5 to 11 vertices within graphs
of size up to  30 vertices (corresponding to  600 nt RNAs).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RNA pseudoknots
We analyze the structural similarity of a set of 14 pseudoknots
ranging from 41 to 161 nt. Figure 3 shows the secondary
structures and graphical representations of the pseudoknots
Viral frameshifting
PKB217
PKB174 PKB131
PKB178
PKB223
PKB134 PKB135 Self cleaving
VS ribozyme
PKB205
18S ribosomal RNA
PKB191
PKB173
Hammerhead ribozyme
PKB239
HIV1 5’ UTR
frameshifting
Viral
Internal ribosome entry site Aptamer
PKB143
tmRNA
PKB210
PKB233
Figure 3. Topologicalmatchesgeneratedbythesimple(PKB217,PKB233)anddouble(PKB178)pseudoknots.Thepseudoknotsareshownasschematicsecondary
structures and dual graphs. There are 2 probe and 11 target pseudoknot topologies representing diverse functional RNA pseudoknots. For each probe pseudoknot
structure, the corresponding matched submotifs/subgraphs in the larger pseudoknots are shaded.
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nl/~Batenburg/PKB.html). The RNA pseudoknots are viral
frameshifting (PKB174, PKB217, PKB233), viral tRNA-like
(PKB134,PKB135,PKB143,PKB191),IRESRNA(PKB223),
18S rRNA (PKB205), HIV-1 50-untranslated region (50-UTR)
(PKB239), alternative pseudoknot of hammerhead ribozyme
(PKB173), aptamer that binds human nerve growth factor
(PKB131), tmRNA (PKB210) and self-cleaving Neurospora
vs ribozyme (PKB178). (PKB233 and PKB217 appear the
same but have different sequences, and this difference affects
subsequent sequence alignment analysis.) These pseudoknot
classes are not known to be functionally related. We choose
more than one member for some classes because of exhibited
topological differences.
The above pseudoknot structures were derived from
mutational analysis (PKB173, PKB174, PKB191, PKB233,
PKB239), enzymatic and chemical structure probing
(PKB131, PKB174, PKB191, PKB239), phylogenetic or
sequence comparison analysis (PKB131, PKB135, PKB143,
PKB205, PKB217, PKB233, PKB234, PKB191, PKB210,
PKB239) and 3D modeling (PKB134, PKB135, PKB210).
The pseudoknots listed in more than one category were probed
using two or more methods.
To use these structures for graphical analysis, we convert
the base pairing information of each structure provided by
PSEUDOBASE to a dual graphical representation using our
dual graph rules [D1–D3 (2)]. We then use pseudoknot graphs
to specify their corresponding adjacency matrices. These
two steps are performed manually. For RNA tree structures,
we use our RNA Matrix program to automatically convert a
secondary structure into its corresponding adjacency matrix
(26,35). The search for a small motif within a larger motif is
performed usinginput adjacencymatrices, and the comparison
of matrices is performed via the topological invariant S
(Equation 2).
Sequence and structural relationships of functionally
related pseudoknots
We illustrate using several pseudoknot pairs the functional
similarity identiﬁed by topological rather than sequence sim-
ilarity. Figure 4 compares viral frameshifting pseudoknot
structures. Viral RNA frameshifting is a process by which
expression of overlapping open reading frames (ORFs) can
be achieved (36). We compare three pairs from subfamilies
Gag-pro, ORF1a/ORF1b and ORF2/ORF3 ribosomal
frameshifting. Frameshifting signals involve two essential
components: a ‘slippery’ (or sliding) sequence of nucleotides,
where frameshifting takes place, and a stimulatory RNA
secondary structure (usually a pseudoknot) located a few
nucleotides downstream. Although members of the same
frameshiftingsubfamilieshave signiﬁcant sequence similarity,
global sequence identity between subfamilies is as low as
28%, similar to random sequences. Because all frameshifting
pseudoknots in Figure 4A have the same topology and func-
tion, ﬁnding topological similarity between RNA structures
has an advantage for functional annotation over sequence
comparison.
Figure4Bshowsthatthisﬁndingalsoholdsforaframeshift-
ing pseudoknot pair (PKB217 and PKB174, Pair 4 in Table 1).
The 72 nt PKB217 is the  1 frameshifting pseudoknot of
lactate dehydrogenase-elevating virus (LDV) (37). Together
with its sliding sequence UUUAAAC, it regulates the expres-
sion of ORF1a for a polyprotein containing proteases and
ORF1b for an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase in LDV.
The 127 nt PKB174 is the  1 frameshifting pseudoknot of
Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) (36,38). This pseudoknot and slid-
ing sequence AAAUUUA regulate the expression of Gag-Pro-
Pol and Gag-Pol polyproteins. Although both the LDV and
RSV frameshifting pseudoknots have a simple pseudoknot
structure, the latter has two extra stem–loops. Despite their
functional similarity, the global sequence identity is only 37%
[computed using the program ALIGN (39) available at http://
workbench.sdsc.edu], comparable with random sequences;
their sliding sequences are also dissimilar. Using our local
sequence alignment parameters, we ﬁnd a large signiﬁcant
matched region in PKB217 (6833–6877), as shown in
Figure 4B: AAACUGCUAGCCACCUCUGGUCUCGACC-
GCUGUACUAGAGGUGG.
Although functional similarity between frameshifting
pseudoknots is expected, this case illuminates how examining
topological similarity aids in identifying pseudoknots with
similar functions despite low overall sequence similarity.
Comparison of pseudoknot structures
Our two probe motifs—a simple pseudoknot (PKB217 or
PKB233) and a double pseudoknot (PKB178)—are used to
search larger RNAs. We generate two groups of topological
matches, as shown in Figure 3, with the matched motifs shown
darkened; we found 11 such matched pseudoknot pairs. In
addition, we analyze sequence similarity of many of the
84 (14 · 13/2) possible pseudoknot pairs since topological
similarities are apparent within each pseudoknot group gen-
erated by the probe motifs. Although not exhaustive, this
additional analysis may help to identify pairs having similar
substructures that are not detected by using ﬁxed probes
(simple and double pseudoknots). Table 1 lists 10 pseudoknot
pairs (out of the 11 probe/structure matches and subset of the
84 structure–structure analysis) that have signiﬁcant structural
and sequence similarities. Of the total of 10 pairs listed
(Pairs 1–10), two known functional pairs (1 and 4 in Table 1)
are included for comparison with the eight other pairs that are
not previously known to be functionally related.
We begin by analyzing the overall patterns of relationship
among our 14 pseudoknots. Figure 3 organizes the matches
into two groups: ﬁve matches for the simple pseudoknot
(PKB217) and six for the double pseudoknot (PKB178).
The matched motifs appear to be ‘modular constructions’
around the probe motif/module, with added stem–loops
(three or fewer). To the best of our knowledge, these results
reveal modular features and topological similarities of RNA
pseudoknots that have not been described.
The biological signiﬁcance of topological matches depends
on the size and complexity of pseudoknots: a match for the
double pseudoknot is probably more signiﬁcant than for a
simple pseudoknot. The six pseudoknots generated by the
double pseudoknot probe PKB178 show striking topological
as well as functional similarity (e.g. viral tRNA-like PKB134
and PKB135); we analyze their similarity with PKB178 and
among themselves. Still, the matched pairs of RNAs are func-
tionally diverse: besides PKB134 and PKB135, such examples
Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 4 1389of diverse RNAs, include IRES (PKB223) RNA, 18S rRNA
(PKB205, PKB234), HIV-1 50-UTR (PKB239) and alternative
pseudoknot of hammerhead ribozyme (PKB173). In this dou-
ble pseudoknot group, six pairs (1, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9 in Table 1)
produce local sequence alignments [using LALIGN (40),
http://workbench.sdsc.edu] that suggest signiﬁcant results.
In particular, the pair PKB134/PKB173 (Pair 5 in Table 1)
indicates a signiﬁcant match. The pairs PKB134/PKB205
(Pair 6) and PKB205/PKB223 (Pair 10 in Table 1) also
display intriguing sequence and functional similarities.
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(dual graph). (B) Secondary structures and their aligned nucleotides (color coded) for frameshifting pseudoknots of LDV (PKB217) and Rous sarcoma virus
(PKB174). Global sequence alignments were performed using the program ALIGN with default ( 16/ 4) gap opening/gap extension penalties.
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ities that are not previously known (Table 1).
To support the signiﬁcance of these matches, we perform
sequence alignments using Smith–Waterman parameters for
gap opening and gap extension penalties (41). We choose the
gap opening penalty valueof 15from a range of0to 19. To
produce better alignments for large sequence segments (short
alignments are less likely to be signiﬁcant in our context), our
gap extension penalty of  1 from a range of  1t o 8 allows
larger extensions, consistent with the possibility of the inser-
tion of long sequences and added 2D motifs. In Table 1, we
also report the alignment score, which is the sum of nucleotide
matches, mismatches and gap penalties.
Table 1 shows that the probe structure (PKB178) matches
two other pseudoknots (PKB135, PKB173) with sequence
identities ranging from 59 to 71% for 24–49 nt alignment
lengths (compared with 56% sequence identity over 129 nt
for the functionally related pair PKB134/PKB135, Pair 1).
Signiﬁcantly, the pairs PKB134/PKB173 (Pair 5), PKB134/
PKB205 (Pair 6) and PKB205/PKB223 (Pair 10) have
sequence identity range of 72–80%. The non-randomness of
the 10 aligned pairs in Table 1 is also evident in the ratio R,
which measures the level of signiﬁcance above the random
expectation, and has value 1 for random pairs:
R = (percent sequence identity)/(percent sequence identity
when one of the aligned sequences is randomized).
We also deﬁne <R> as the R-value averaged over align-
ments with different randomized sequences. Table 1 shows
that some pseudoknot pairs with no known functional rela-
tionship have <R> values ranging between 1.06 and 1.47,
whereas the related pair PKB134/PKB135 has a value of
1.54; many matched pairs have <R> values <1. Thus, the
topological similarities we identify led to matched pairs
with non-random sequence alignment results. Non-random
sequence matches may arise from topological and/or func-
tional similarities, as illustrated below for three pseudoknot
pairs (5, 6 and 10 in Table 1).
The rate of false positives generated by topological and <R>
value screening can be easily estimated by considering all
possible pairs from the set of six matched double pseudo-
knots in Figure 3. These pseudoknots form 15 distinct
pairs, 6 of which have <R> values >1.14 [Table 1, with
S(G) = 1.17]. Table 1 shows that only four pairs have large
<R> values (>1.2): Pair 1 (PKB134/PKB135) is related, Pair 5
(PKB134/PKB173) and Pair 6 (PKB134/PKB205) are most
probably related, and Pair 3 (PKB178/PKB173) is of unknown
relationship (in fact, both are self-cleaving ribozymes).
Assuming that the Pair 3 is unrelated and therefore reﬂects
a false positive, we have an error rate of 1/15, or 7%. If the
inferred functionally related Pairs 5 and 6 are also considered
as false positives, we then have a conservative error rate
of 20%.
Functional relationship between PKB134 and PKB173
(Pair 5 in Table 1)
The 116 nt PKB134 pseudoknot occurs in the 30 end of brome
mosaic virus genomic RNA (31). The 73 nt PKB173 is a
hammerhead ribozyme of satellite cereal yellow dwarf
virus-RPV (satRPV) RNA capable of adopting an alternative
pseudoknotconformation byformingan(L1–L2a)stemwhose
existence is established by experimental mutational analysis
(42).Figure3shows thattheir topologies have the same ‘core’,
but PKB134 has two extra stem–loops. The local sequence
alignment of this pair using LALIGN (Figure 5) shows 19
bases aligned to 80% sequence identity and an <R> value
of 1.23 (Table 1). There are two signiﬁcant segments in
PKB173 that are matched with those in PKB134: UACUGU-
CUGACGACGUAUCC (nt 11–30) and UAGAAGGCUG-
GUGCC (nt 39–53). These segments and their matched
regions in PKB134 span the stem and unpaired elements of
the secondary structures (see Figure 5). Signiﬁcantly, both
PKB134 and PKB173 pseudoknots serve as template for rep-
licase, a protein that recognizes speciﬁc sequence regions to
initiate replication of viral genomes (31,42). Moreover, a con-
served sequence (CUGANGA) of PKB173 is in the aligned
region (nt 11–30). Thus, our analysis suggests that PKB134
and PKB173 pseudoknots are structurally and functionally
related.
Further analysis of pseudoknots PKB134 and PKB173
reveals speciﬁc domains interacting with the replicase. Experi-
ments have shown that mutations in domains A, C, B1 and B2
[deﬁnedin(31)]ofPKB134impairviralRNAreplication(43).
Signiﬁcantly, our two aligned sequence regions span domains
A, B1, C and also D. Thus, the replicase recognizes several
domains in the PKB134 pseudoknot structure. In PKB173, the
pseudoknot forming ﬁve base pair helix (GCGCG) is implic-
ated in replicase recognition or ligation (42). This pseudoknot
also has conserved sequence regions ACAAA (61–65) or its
complement (possibly the replication origin) and AGAAA
(nucleotides attached to the 30 end but not shown). However,
these regions are not observed in PKB134.
Functional relationship between PKB205 and PKB223
(Pair 10 in Table 1)
The 63 nt PKB223 is the pseudoknot of IRES of capsid-
producing cricket paralysis-like viruses (CrPV) for
methionine-independent initiation of translation (44). Appear-
ing immediately upstream from the capsid-coding sequence,
it initiates translation without a canonical AUG (methionine)
initiation codon. The 48 nt PKB205 is the pseudoknot
substructure (V4 domain) of SSU of Palmaria palmata 18S
rRNA, which was found using extensive comparative analysis
(45,46). Figure 5 (Pair 10, lower panel) shows that PKB223 is
a 4-vertex simple pseudoknot with two inserted stem–loops
and PKB205 is a 4-vertex double pseudoknot with an inserted
stem–loop.Figure5(middle panel)displaysthelocalsequence
alignment of PKB223 and PKB205, yielding a match of 14 nt
with 72% sequence identity. This signiﬁcant sequence simil-
arity occurs in regions ACAAUAUCCAGGAA (6148–6161)
and ACAUUAGCAUGGAA (765–778) of PKB223 and
PKB205, respectively. Remarkably, we ﬁnd that the 9 nt
segment 50-UUAGGUUAG-30 (nt 6100–6108) of PKB223
is complementary to 30-GGUACGAUU-50 (nt 768–776) of
PKB205 except at G6103. Our ﬁnding corroborates with
the experimental identiﬁcation that IRES elements in cellular
mRNA contain a short 9 nt (nt 133–141, CCGGCGGGU) in
the 50-UTR of the homeodomain protein Gtx, which is com-
plementary to nt 1132–1124 of 18S rRNA (47). Indeed, many
such near complementary sequences have been found bet-
ween the 30 end of 18S rRNA and picornavirus RNAs (48).
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1392 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 4Intriguingly, for CrPVs, the complementary segments occur in
pseudoknots with similar folds not involving the dangling
30 end of 18S rRNA. Base pair complementary between IRES
elements of mRNA and 18S rRNA is a mechanism for ribo-
some recruitment and translation. In viral IRES elements, the
secondary and tertiary structures are believed to play critical
roles in translation initiation (44).
Functional relationship between PKB205 and PKB134
(Pair 6 in Table 1)
The functional relationsip of the pair PKB205/PKB134 is
similar to that for PKB205/PKB223 above. PKB134 belongs
to a common viral tRNA-like functional class whose role is to
recruit host ribosomes to initiate viral protein synthesis (49).
It is known to interact with the ribosome via tRNA shape
mimicry (31). Our analysis indicates that tRNA-like mole-
cules also contain a region, which is nearly complementary to
PKB205, a pseudoknot region of the 18S rRNA. Table 2
shows regions of PKB205 complementary to four tRNA-
like molecules (PKB134, 191, 138, 17); the complementary
region in PKB223 is shown for comparison. Signiﬁcantly,
each of the pseudoknots PKB223, PKB134 and PKB191
has a region complementary to the same 8–9 nt unpaired
region in PKB205 (767–776). This single-stranded region
is most probably available for base pairing with incoming
tRNA-like molecules. In addition, two other regions in
PKB205 are complementary to tRNA-like pseudoknots,
PKB138 and PKB17; one region is a hairpin loop and another
region is part of short stems. Thus, this analysis suggests that
tRNA-like molecules may employ bothstructuralmimicryand
sequence complementarity to recruit SSU rRNA, an interac-
tion mode similar to tRNA. PKB134 also has a region UACA-
GUGUUGAAAAACA (nt 2078–2094) closely matched to
the region UAGAGUGUUCAAAGCCA (nt 732–748) in
PKB205, with an average R-value of 1.23.
Tertiary structure similarity of topological matches in
ribosomal RNAs
The preceding examination of three pseudoknot pairs shows
that topological matches can suggest functionally related
pseudoknots. It is also important to show that novel topo-
logical matches led to similar tertiary structures. We focus
for this purpose on rRNA since several bacterial and archaeal
ribosome structures have been solved in recent years. In fact,
in our previous work, we have found several topological
matches of the S.cerevisiae 5S rRNA motif within its larger
rRNAs: two within 16S rRNA (domains II and III) and three
within 23S rRNA (domains III, IV and VI) (2). From available
X-ray structures for Thermus thermophilus 16S rRNA (PDB
accession no. 1fjg) (50) and 23S rRNA from Deinococcus
radiodurans (1nkw) and Haloarcula marismortui (1ffk)
(51,52), only 5S rRNA motif’s matches in domain II of
16S rRNA and domain III of 23S rRNA are relevant; the
other three cases are not valid matches in these species.
Figure 6 displays the secondary diagrams, graphical repres-
entations and tertiary structures of 5S rRNA for bacterium
D.radiodurans (1nkw) and archaea H.marismortui (1ffk),
and their topologically matched modules within 16S and
23S rRNAs; the secondary diagrams are adapted from those
in Gutell’s comparative RNA website (http://www.rna.
icmb.utexas.edu/) (53). The module in 23S is an identical
match for the 6-vertex 5S graph except for a hairpin loop,
which does not contribute to the topological invariant S.
The 16S module is a 5-vertex graph because a 2 bp stem at
the junction has a non-canonical base pair AG (dual graph rule
D1 deﬁnes a stem as having at least two canonical and/or
wobble base pairs); for S.cerevisiae, this stem consists of
only canonical base pairs, making the 16S module an identical
match for the 5S topology. As shown in Figure 6, the 16S and
23S modules have a similar L-shaped tertiary fold as the 5S
structure. Tertiary structure similarity with 5S is more striking
for the module of domain II (nt 653–753) of T.thermophilus
16SrRNAthanforthemoduleofdomainIII(nt1033–1143)of
23S rRNA. Both the 5S structure and 16S module have a
pronounced 3-stem junction, where the chain ends of the
16S module are located. Structural (backbone) overlap of
the 5S structure and 16S module shows similar structural
features, except for the orientations of the smaller stems at
the junction. (We aligned the structures manually because the
chain ends of 5S and 16S module occur at non-corresponding
locations.) In contrast, the 23S module shows signiﬁcant dis-
tortions on the shorter helical arm, with the hairpin loop folded
back to the helix, as shown in the structural overlap of the 5S
structure and 23S module. Structural similarities seen in these
examples are probably due to geometric constraints, which are
apparent in their secondary diagrams and graphical representa-
tions. Thus, 2D topological matches can lead to similar 3D
structures. Below, we survey the distribution of modules in
rRNAs.
Distribution of submotifs in 16S and 23S ribosomal
RNAs
Characterizing the submotifs within the 16S and 23S rRNAs,
the largest known RNA molecules, can help uncover the
modular construction of RNA structures, as analysis of
rRNA’s tertiary modules has revealed. Furthermore, our pre-
vious analysis of rRNA’s structural motifs indicated existence
of characteristic features (35). For example, the distributions
of paired/unpaired bases in stems, bulges/internal loops, hair-
pin loops and junctions follow speciﬁc functional forms.
Table 2. Short sequence regions in PKB205 complementary to tRNA-like molecules
PKB205 regions Complementary sequences
30-GGUACGAUU-50 (768–776) PKB223 50-UUAGGUUAG-30 (6100–6108), IRES
30-GUGAGAUU-50 (769–776) PKB134 50-CACUGUAAA-30 (113–120), tRNA-like
30-UACGAUUAC-50 (767–775) PKB191 50-AUGCUCAUG-30 (77–85), tRNA-like
30-UGUGAGAUU-50 (731–739) PKB138 50-ACACUUUAA-30 (38–47), tRNA-like
30-GUUUGCGGACC-50 (746–756) PKB17 50-CAAAACCCUGG-30 (19–29), tRNA-like
Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 4 1393Figure 6. Comparison of the graph topologies and 2D and 3D structures of 5S rRNAs (A and B) and modules in 16S and 23S rRNAs (C and D); (C and D) Two
structural (backbone) overlaps of the 5S structure (1ffk; gold color) with 16S module (1fjg; blue) and 5S structure with 23S module (1nkw; green) are shown. The
secondary diagrams are adapted from those in Gutell’s comparative RNA website (http://www.rna.icmb.utexas.edu/) and 3D structures are from the Protein Data
Bank(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/).The2Dmoduleswereidentifiedcomputationallybyourearlierworkonfinding 120nt5SrRNAmotifsin16Sand23SrRNAsof
S.cerevisiae.(2) The equivalent tertiary structures and modules for 5S, 16S and 23S rRNAs from other organisms show that similar graph topologies can lead to
similarsecondaryandtertiarystructures.Allstructureshavesimilargraphtopologies.TheT.thermophilus16Smoduleisa5-vertexinsteadof6-vertexgraphbecause
a 2 bp stem at the junction has a non-canonical base pair AG; for S.cerevisiae, this stem consists of only canonical base pairs, making the 16S module an identical
match for the 5S topology.
1394 Nucleic Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, No. 4Moreover, the percentages of nucleotides in stems, bulges/
internal loops, hairpin loops and junctions do not vary for
16S and 23S rRNAs, even though the latter is twice the
size of the former. Such motif characteristics help discriminate
RNA-like from non-RNA-like molecules and guide the design
of novel RNAs. Here, we analyze the distinct modular units—
small treesubmotifs—thatmakeupthe rRNAs toadvancesuch
applications. Since all small tree graphs up to 10 vertices have
been exhaustively enumerated (54,55), we can use our sub-
structure search algorithm to identify the occurrences of all
distinct tree submotifs in rRNAs.
Speciﬁcally, we use sets of tree graphs for V = 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
and 10 comprising 2, 3, 6, 11, 23, 47 and 106 graphs, respect-
ively, for a total of 198 tree motifs. The complete enumerated
motifs can be found in the RAG web resource (http://monod.
biomath.nyu.edu/rna/). Figure 7 shows, as an example, the
11 possible 7-vertex tree graphs and lists the frequency of
occurrence of each tree graph in rRNAs. Remarkably, the
same tree motifs are abundant in both 16S and 23S rRNAs.
The most abundant (10 or 15 times) 7-vertex tree has two
3-stem junctions (topological invariant S
tree = 6.160); 4- and
5-stem junctions are the next most prevalent submotifs
(S
tree = 5.137, 5.921 and 5.667). Interestingly, the unbranched
tree (S
tree = 7.219) and highly branched trees (S
tree = 4.509)
are rare.
Figure 8 plots the percentage of distinct tree graphs in each
set V (fraction of motifs identiﬁed relative to possible motifs)
found in rRNA. For small tree graphs, V = 4, 5 and 6, all
possible topologies are present, but not for V > 6. In fact, the
percentage of trees found declines with V. In 23S rRNA,
 90% of possible trees are found for V = 7, and only
 40% (representing  47 tree topologies) are found for
V = 10. Larger trees (V > 10) are expected to have much
smaller percentages. This percentage decline is expected
since small tree modules are less speciﬁc than large trees.
In total, 111 submotifs out of 198 are identiﬁed. The observed
trends in Figure 8 may be generally valid for rRNA structures
of other organisms since they are highly conserved, although
some statistical ﬂuctuations are expected due to structural
differences and RNA’s ﬁnite size.
These datashowthatRNAstructuresaremodularconstructs
of relatively few (tree) building blocks. Extrapolation of the
curves in Figure 8 suggests that  20% of V = 11 motifs (total
of 235 trees) and  10% of V = 12 motifs (total of 551 trees)
probably exist in rRNAs. Thus, the total number of building
blocks in rRNAs with V < 13 would be  210. Although the
percentages of trees with higher V values are low, they are
more numerous and will contribute to the overall number of
building blocks. We thus consider 210 as the minimum num-
ber of building blocks. The building block number may be
exploited in the future design of novel functional RNA
molecules using modular assembly from 210 distinct tree
motifs. The tree motifs may be taken from substructures of
existing RNAs, allowing simultaneous sequence and structure
tree
S      = 
16S, 23S
Occurrence
ID
 6 4
)
0, 1 
(7, 8)
6.191
(7, 11)
4.509
0, 1 
(7, 9)
5.385
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(7, 6)
5.916
5, 
(7, 5)
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0, 0 
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Figure7.Occurrencefrequencyof11distinct7-vertextreetopologiesassubmotifsofS.cerevisiae16Sand23SrRNAs.Thetreegraphsarelabeledusingtopological
invariantS
tree(secondtoprow)andIDnumber(i,j)(firstrow),whichreferstomotifidentificationnumberasusedinRAGdatabase(http://monod.biomath.nyu.edu/
rna). The two numbers at the bottom of each graph refer to the number of times that topology is found embedded in 16S and in 23S rRNAs, respectively.
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(2,6) and other works (3,5) and is akin to the ‘buildup’ tech-
nique for proteins pioneered by Vasquez and Scheraga (56).
The above estimate of building block number can be either
a consequence of the limited number of available structures or
the fact that RNA adopts only a subset of possible graphs.
Certainly, future discoveries of novel RNA structures might
indicate a larger repertoire of building blocks. Still, our sur-
veys of natural RNAs (2,6) suggest that RNAs possess speciﬁc
topological characteristics and favor a subset of the possible
graph motifs. The missing motifs may not exist in nature for
RNA owing to physical or functional constraints.
The building block number can also be deﬁned in terms of
irreducible graphs, i.e. trees that cannot be decomposed into
smaller trees. However, this approach has a major drawback.
Since all RNAs are composed of connected stems, their sub-
structures can be reduced to two vertex graphs, which is not an
informative description of complex RNA folds. Still, if we
deﬁne 4-vertex trees as the smallest irreducible graphs, the
number of irreducible graphs can be calculated. Based on our
submotif data, we estimate that for V up to 10, there are about
42 irreducible tree modules in rRNAs.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Our automated comparison of RNA secondary structures
based on graphical representation allows the examination of
conserved 2D RNA topological features, which in turn suggest
functional relationships. This approach has an advantage over
sequence alignment because functionally related RNAs often
lack sequence similarity, as shown for frameshifting pseudo-
knots with low global sequence identities. Of course, our
structure alignment approach relies on available 2D RNA
structures and thus will increase in scope as more RNA
structures become available. Our eight identiﬁed pairs of
potentially related pseudoknots (Table 1) reveal three pairs
that are functionally related: the pseudoknots of 30 end of
brome mosaic virus genomic RNA (PKB134) and alternative
hammerhead ribozyme pseudoknot (PKB173) are templates
for replicase to initiate replication of viral genomes; the pseu-
doknots of internal entry site (IRES) of caspid-producing
CrPVs (PKB223) and SSU of 18S rRNA (PKB205) are asso-
ciated with translation initiation; and the pseudoknots of 18S
rRNA (PKB205) and viral tRNA-like (PKB134) most prob-
ably interact via both structural mimicry and base comple-
mentarity. To the best of our knowledge, these functional
relationships have not been described previously.
The developed RNA comparison algorithm also led us to
quantify the modularity of 16S and 23S rRNAs using small
enumerated tree motifs. Our results suggest that rRNAs are
constructed from at least 210 distinct tree subtopologies
(or modules) having up to  180 nt. Signiﬁcantly, we ﬁnd
that 5S rRNA and two tree modules within 16S and 23S
rRNAs with similar topologies have similar tertiary shapes,
afﬁrming the relationship between 2D graphical representa-
tion and 3D structure. The tree modules in rRNA may be used
asbuildingblocksforthedesignofnovel RNAfolds.Asimilar
idea has been employed to design and improve functional
RNA molecules (5,10). Design by assembly of modules
exploits motifs present in natural RNAs unlike de novo design
of sequences and structures (11). The issues of discovering
novel topologies (6), building module library, and designing
functional folds are likely to increase in importance with
interest in novel RNAs.
Our algorithm has several limitations. Of course, its utility
depends on availability of reliable RNA secondary folding
algorithms (57,58). More fundamentally, although simpliﬁed
graphical representations specify topological characteristics,
detailed sequence and motif information is missing. An asso-
ciated problem is that unusual RNA structure–function rela-
tionships due to deleterious mutations, as in frameshifting
pseudoknots (28), and structural ﬂexibility are not captured.
More advancedgraph constructssuchasweightedgraphsmay,
however, specify detailed motif features at the secondary and
base pair levels. Another limitation of the present algorithm
is the requirement to ﬁx the probe structure or graph. As in
protein structurealignment algorithms (15),future reﬁnements
of our algorithm should allow some ﬂexibility in motif
deﬁnitions as the similarity search proceeds. We invite
RNA scientists to visit our RAG web resource at http://monod.
biomath.nyu.edu/rna/ and suggest to us speciﬁc enhancements
that will be useful in practice.
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